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Abstract
Allen’s Interval Algebra (IA) is one of the most prominent formalisms in the area of qualitative
temporal reasoning; however, its applications are naturally restricted to linear flows of time.
When dealing with nonlinear time, Allen’s algebra can be extended in several ways, and, as
suggested by Ragni and Wölfl [20], a possible solution consists in defining the Branching Algebra
(BA) as a set of 19 basic relations (13 basic linear relations plus 6 new basic nonlinear ones) in such
a way that each basic relation between two intervals is completely defined by the relative position
of the endpoints on a tree-like partial order. While the problem of deciding the consistency of
a network of IA-constraints is well-studied, and every subset of the IA has been classified with
respect to the tractability of its consistency problem, the fragments of the BA have received less
attention. In this paper, we first define the notion of convex BA-relation, and, then, we prove
that the consistency of a network of convex BA-relations can be decided via path consistency,
and is therefore a polynomial problem. This is the first non-trivial tractable fragment of the BA;
given the clear parallel with the linear case, our contribution poses the bases for a deeper study
of fragments of BA towards their complete classification.
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1

Introduction

Allen’s Interval Algebra [1] (IA) is one of the most prominent formalisms in the area of
qualitative temporal, and also spatial, reasoning. However, its applications are naturally
restricted to linear flows of time. Allen’s algebra is considered one of the most influential
formalisms in qualitative reasoning, and it has found application in a wide range of contexts,
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such as scheduling, planning, database theory, natural language processing, among others. In
Allen’s IA we consider the domain of all intervals on a linear order, and define thirteen basic
relations between pairs of intervals (such as, for example, meets or before). A constraint
between two intervals is any disjunction of basic relations, and a network of constraints is
defined as a set of variables plus a set of constraints between them, interpreted as a logical
conjunction. The most relevant problem in IA is deciding whether a network can be satisfied,
that is, deciding if every variable of a network can be instantiated to an interval without
violating any constraint. The consistency of a network of constraints is archetypical of the class
of constraints satisfaction problems (CSP), because a network is a conjunction of constraints;
other consistency problems, even in temporal algebras, are more general, and allow some
form of disjunction. A very wide range of programming techniques, strategies, and heuristics
have been and are being studied to devise efficient implementations; in the particular case of
the IA, whose consistency problem is NP-complete, two main strategies have been mainly
adopted, that are based either on clever brute-force enumerating algorithms (see, e.g. [13, 23]),
or on tractable fragments of the algebra, which are interesting on their own [14] as well as
heuristics, aimed to reduce the branching factor in branch-and-bound approaches [15, 19].
Among the several tractable fragments of the IA, a particularly interesting one is known
as IAconvex , introduced in the early years of this line of research, and encompassing 44
basic and non-basic relations [25]. To obtain IAconvex , van Beek and Cohen [25] study,
first, the simpler Point Algebra (P A), which has only three basic relations, and define the
notion of convexity for a P A-relation; having identified the set of P Aconvex -relations, they
define the set IAconvex as the maximal subset of IA-relations with the following property:
every network of IAconvex -constraints can be translated into an equi-satisfiable network of
P Aconvex -constraints. Then, using the properties of such a translation, they prove that the
path consistency algorithm is complete for deciding the consistency of a IAconvex -network,
obtaining the same result for P Aconvex -networks as a corollary. Since then, many other
tractable fragments of the IA have been discovered, and, in fact, we know the status of
every fragment of the IA with respect to the tractability/intractability of the corresponding
consistency problem [14].

Branching time has been less studied from the algebraic point of view, in sharp contrast
with the huge amount of research on point-based and interval-based temporal logics, such as
CTL, CTL∗ , ATL, or branching PNL [3, 4, 11]. The Branching Point Algebra (BP A) has
been studied in [9, 12], and the computational behaviour of the consistency problem of the
BP A and its fragments has been analyzed in [5], where, in particular, a polynomial algorithm
to decide the consistency of a network of BP A-constraints is given. In [20], the authors
define a branching version of Allen’s IA, which we refer to as BA (Branching Algebra) and
introduce two possible sets of basic relations that may hold between two intervals on a
tree-like partial order. One of these sets, composed of 24 basic relations, and also studied
from the (first-order) expressive power point of view in [10], is characterized by basic relations
whose semantics cannot be always written in the language of endpoints, therefore requiring
quantification; on the other hand, the basic relations of the second set are coarser, still jointly
exhaustive and mutually exclusive, and their point-based semantics depends only on the
relative position of the endpoints. The latter set (BAbasic ), composed of 19 basic relations,
is therefore preferable in many aspects. As expected, the consistency problem for the full
BA is NP-complete, and we know only one tractable fragment of it that includes at least
one nonlinear relation, that is, the set BAbasic itself, since a network of BAbasic -constraints
can be fully translated into a network of BP A-constraints. In this paper:
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Figure 1 A pictorial representation of the four basic branching point relations, in which a = b,
a < c, d > c, and d||e (left-hand side), and two branching relations that need quantification
(right-hand side).

(i) in the the spirit of [25], we define the notion of convex branching point relation and the
notion of convex branching interval relation, and prove that, as in the linear case, the
consistency of a network of convex branching interval (and therefore point) relations
can be decided enforcing its path consistency, and
(ii) following [22], we implement a simple branch-and-bound algorithm for BA-networks to
empirically study the expected improvement in computation time when the splitting is
driven by convex relations instead of basic relations.
This paper is organized as follows. First we give some necessary preliminaries and
notation. In Section 3 we give the main result of this paper, that is, we define convex
branching relations and show that the consistency problem can be decided by enforcing path
consistency in convex networks. Then, in Section 4, we give some experimental evidence
that convex branching relations can be used to speed up the process of deciding branching
relation networks, before concluding.

2

Preliminaries

Notation. Let (T , <) be a partial order, whose elements are generally denoted by a, b, . . .,
and where a||b denotes that a and b are incomparable with respect to the ordering relation
<. We use x, y, . . . to denote variables in the domain of points. A partial order (T , <), often
denoted by T , is a future branching model of time (or, simply, a branching model) if for all
a, b ∈ T there is a greatest lower bound of a and b in T , and, if a||b then there exists no c ∈ T
such that c > a and c > b (that is, it is a tree). In a branching model (T , <), any maximal
linearly ordered subset B of T will be called branch. There are four basic relations that may
hold between two points on a branching model: equals (=), incomparable (||), less than (<),
and greater than (>); the first two are symmetric, while the last two are inverse of each
other. These relations are depicted in Fig. 1a, and are called basic branching point relations.
The set of basic branching point relations is denoted by BP Abasic . In the linear setting, the
set of basic relations has only three elements, <, =, and >, and it is called P Abasic (basic
point relations).
An interval in T is a pair [a, b] where a < b, and [a, b] = {x ∈ T : a ≤ x ≤ b}. Intervals
are generically denoted by I, J, . . ., and we use X, Y, . . . to indicate variables in the domain
of intervals. Following Allen [1], we adopt the so-called strict interpretation by asking that
intervals with coincident endpoints are excluded. In the case of linear time, a theory that
encompasses both intervals and points has been presented in [7]. There are several ways
to define basic relations between intervals on a branching order. Following [10], one can
describe 24 basic branching relations based on the possible relative position of two pairs
of ordered points on a branching model, that is, by directly generalizing the universally
known set of 13 basic interval relations [1] (IAbasic ). While towards a precise study of the
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Figure 2 A pictorial representation of the nineteen basic branching interval relations. In this
picture, we assume a < b and c < d. Solid lines are actual intervals, dashed lines complete the
underlying tree structure.

expressive power of branching relations in a first-order context this is an optimal choice, this
is no longer true when studying the computational properties of the consistency problem. In
particular, some of these relations require first-order quantification to be defined: for example,
in Fig. 1b we see that, in order to distinguish the two situations, we need to quantify of the
existence, or non-existence, of points, comparable with c, between a and c. To overcome
this problem, that becomes relevant when we study the behaviour of branching relations
in association with the behaviour of branching point relations (that is, by studying the
properties of their point-based translations), Ragni and Wölfl [20] introduce a set of coarser
relations, characterized by being translatable to point-based relations using only the language
of endpoints, that is, without quantification. These 19 relations are depicted in Fig. 2, and
form the set of basic branching interval relations BAbasic ; for each relation, the symbol in
brackets corresponds to its inverse one, if the relation is not symmetric. A relation in the
set BAbasic is either a linear relation, or the relation u (unrelated), or it corresponds to the
disjunction between a pair of fine relations. For example, the relation im is the disjunction
of the two relations in Fig. 1b.

Operations and algebras. The set BP A of branching point relations is the set of all
possible non-empty disjunctions of basic branching point relations, and it encompasses
24 − 1 = 15 relations. Similarly, the set BA of branching interval relations is the set of
all possible disjunctions of basic branching interval relations, and it encompasses 219 − 1
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Table 1 Composition of basic BP A-relations (left-hand side), and of basic P A-relations (righthand side).
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relations. In general, given the basic relations r1 , . . . , rl , we denote by R = {r1 , . . . , rl } the
disjunctive relation r1 ∨ . . . ∨ rl ; thus, a relation is seen as a set, and a basic relation as a
singleton. A BP A-constraint is an object of the type xRy, where x, y are point variables
and R ∈ BP A; analogously, a BA-constraint is an object of the type XRY , where X, Y are
interval variables and R ∈ BA. There are three basic operations with relations: (Boolean)
intersection, inverse, and composition. The inverse of a relation R = {r1 , . . . , rl } is the
relation R−1 = {r1−1 , . . . , rl−1 }, where, for each i, ri−1 is the inverse basic relation of the
basic relation ri . In our notation, for example, bi (later) is the inverse of the basic relation b
(before). The composition of two basic relations r1 , r2 is defined as follows: for variables s, t, z,
we say that s is in the composed relation r1 ◦ r2 with t, denoted s(r1 ◦ r2 )t, if there exists z
such that sr1 z and zr2 t. The composition of two relations R1 , R2 is defined component-wise:
R1 ◦ R2 = {r | ∃r1 ∈ R1 ∃r2 ∈ R2 (r = r1 ◦ r2 )}. Clearly, to compute the composition of two
non-basic relations we base ourselves on the composition between basic relations. As for
the set BP Abasic (resp., the set P Abasic ), the composition table can be easily computed ‘by
hand’, as in Tab. 1, left-hand side (resp., right-hand side), where we use the abbreviations
lin = {<, =, >} and ? = lin ∪ {||}. The result of composing two relations in the set BAbasic
(resp., IAbasic ) can be computed automatically from Tab. 1, and it is fully reported in [21]
(resp., [2]).
Given a set A of relations, an A-network is a directed graph N = (V, E), where V is a set
of variables and E ⊆ V × V is a set of A-constraints between pairs of variables. To denote
a constraint between the variables s and t in a network, we use indistinctly the notation
(s, t) or the infix notation sRt (when we want to specify the relation). Given a network
N = (V, E), we say that N 0 is a sub-network of N if N 0 = (V 0 , E 0 ), V 0 ⊆ V , and E 0 is the
projection of E on the variables in V 0 . Given a network, we say that it is consistent if there
exists a model such that each variable can be mapped (realized) to a concrete element so that
every constraint is respected; establishing if an A-network is consistent is the A-consistency
problem, and two networks N and M are said to be equi-satisfiable if it happens that N is
consistent if and only if M is consistent. Given a constraint (s, t) in a network N , we say
that r ∈ (s, t) is feasible if there exists a model of N such that s and t are realized respecting
r, and a constraint (s, t) is said to be minimal if every r ∈ (s, t) is feasible and (s, t) cannot
be extended with other feasible relations; establishing the minimal constraints for every
constraint in a network is called the minimal labels problem. Enforcing the minimal label in
a network implies deciding its consistency, but, in general, we may have a consistent network
with non-minimal labels. The operations of inverse, intersection, and composition can be
used to design a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) technique to decide the consistency
of a A-network. The sets BP A and BA are called, respectively, the branching point algebra
and the branching interval algebra, and they extend, respectively, the interval algebra IA
and the point algebra P A. Since the consistency problem for the IA is NP-complete [26],
the problem of finding tractable fragments of it is interesting, and it has been largely studied
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in the recent literature [1, 25, 14]. The branching setting presents a similar situation, as the
consistency problem for the BA is NP-complete as well, but, in contrast with the linear case,
only one tractable fragment is known, that is, BAbasic [20]; the consistency of a network of
basic branching interval constraints can be decided by translating it into an equi-satisfiable
network of BP A-constraints, for which a deterministic polynomial consistency algorithm
exists [5].
Local consistency. On the one hand, the BA-consistency problem is in NP because there
exists a simple non-deterministic algorithm that solves it, which, given a BA-network
N = (V, E), guesses the relative position of 2 · |V | points and checks if every constraint is
respected. On the other hand, these problems are often solved via popular heuristics such as
constraint propagation and local consistency. A network N is said to be k-consistent if, given
any consistent realization of k − 1 variables, there exists an instantiation of any k-th variable
such that the constraints between the subset of k variables can be satisfied together; it is
said to be strongly k-consistent if it is k 0 -consistent for every k 0 ≤ k (see [17]); if a network is
strongly k-consistent, then it must also have minimal labels. Because of the particular nature
of networks of constraints in temporal algebras, they are always 1-consistent (also called
node consistent) and 2-consistent (also called arc consistent), by definition. Enforcing path
consistency, that is, 3-consistency, in a network N , corresponds to apply the following simple
algorithm: for every triple (s, t, z) of variables in N = (V, E) such that sRt, sR1 z, tR2 z ∈ E,
replace sRt by s(R ∩ (R1 ◦ R2 ))t. Clearly, if enforcing path consistency results in at least
one empty constraint, the entire network N is not consistent. But, in general, enforcing path
consistency (in fact, k-consistency for any constant k) does not imply consistency; this is
true for BA-networks as well as for IA-networks. In [25], however, it is proven that enforcing
path consistency is equivalent to computing the minimal labels of a IAbasic -network, which,
in turn, allows one to check the existence of a model. This property of path consistency is
shown for a more general set of relations, called convex interval relations, which are defined
starting from the set P Aconvex of convex point relations, and, in particular, it is proved
that the set IAconvex (the convex interval algebra) includes IAbasic , and that its consistency
problem (and, as a corollary, the consistency of a P Aconvex -constraints) can be decided by
path consistency. This result, particularly interesting for us, has the following consequences.
First, IAconvex is a fragment of the IA with a tractable (in fact, cubic time) consistency
problem. Second, one can implement a simple branch-and-bound algorithm to decide the
consistency of any IA-network, based on IAbasic : at each step, the algorithm tries one basic
relation for each relation, and then forces the path consistency of the resulting network;
if at any step the network is path consistent, it returns true, and if every combination
has been tried and enforcing path consistency has always resulted in an empty relation, it
returns false. Third, the set IAconvex can be used to drive the splitting in such an algorithm,
as a heuristics to speed up the branch-and-bound process: if, at any step, one ends up
with a IAconvex -network, that particular branch can be decided by simply enforcing path
consistency.
In the following, we shall define the algebra BAconvex of convex branching relations. We
shall prove that, since BAconvex extends BAbasic , and since enforcing path consistency can
be used to decide the consistency of a BAconvex -network, one can apply the same schema,
effectively lifting all above results to the setting of branching time.
A motivating scenario. Scheduling is the problem of distributing computing resources (such
as processor time, bandwidth, or memory) to various processes, threads, data flows, and
applications that need them. In robotics, scheduling is used to organize tasks to be assigned
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to robots of various kinds, in such a way that all physical and subjective constraints are met.
A recent application of Allen’s Interval Algebra to the scheduling of tasks for a robot has
been proposed by Mudrová and Hawes [18]. The authors propose a scheduling technique that
takes into account a series of constraints, including deadlines and processing time for each one
of a series of tasks that a robot is asked to complete. They propose to apply a consistency
checking algorithm to the network of qualitative constraints that underlies the scheduling
problem, in order to prune any ordering of the tasks that does not meet the qualitative
constraints, and to be able to select, systematically, possible models of the problem. To each
of the models, then, a successive phase of quantitative constraint checking is applied.
Mudrová and Hawes solve the scheduling problem of a single robot, which encompasses
assuming the time to be linear and introducing the additional constraint that no two tasks
can overlap. Using Branching Algebra instead of Interval Algebra as part of the scheduling
algorithm, and using the relation || to relax, when possible, the non-overlapping constraint,
one may obtain, instead, branching models among the solutions. A branching model of
the scheduling can be interpreted as a scheduling in which more than one robot is involved,
that is, in which every new branch implicitly refers to a new robot being activated (at the
branching point), and, if we assume that bootstrapping a robot has some fixed cost (higher
than maintaining a robot active), then it makes sense to look for a branching scheduling as
we have defined it, that is, tree-like (in which branches never join again). Thus, Branching
Algebra allows one to generalize this scheduling problem to a more complex scenario, which
cannot be easily handled in the original formulation.

3

Convex Branching Interval Relations

We start by defining the concept of convex relation in the branching setting. In this section,
we operate with translations from interval constraints to point constraints; when necessary,
for an interval variable X, we use the symbols X − , X + to denote the point variables that
correspond to its endpoints.
I Definition 1. The convex branching point algebra is the set of relations:
BP Aconvex = {{=}, {<}, {<, =}, {<, =, >}, {=, >}, {>}, {||}}.
Each relation of set BP Aconvex is called convex branching point relation.
Observe that BP Aconvex extends the convex point algebra P Aconvex as defined in [25] by
adding the relation {||}. While the set P Aconvex is closed under composition, inverse, and
intersection, the set BP Aconvex is closed under under inverse and intersection only; this,
however, does not prevent us from applying constraint propagation algorithms such as path
consistency enforcing.
I Definition 2. The convex branching interval algebra BAconvex is the set of all (and only)
BA-relations R such that the constraint XRY can be translated to an equi-satisfiable
conjunction of constraints between the endpoints of X and Y using BP Aconvex -relations
only. A branching relation with such a property is called convex branching interval relation.
For example, in the linear setting, {b, m} is convex because, if X = [X − , X + ] and Y =
[Y − , Y + ], the constraint X{b, m}Y is equivalent to the conjunction of the constraints
X − < X + , Y − < Y + , and X1+ {<, =}Y − ; conversely, the relation {b, bi} is not convex,
because translating it results in a disjunction of point-based constraints. Clearly, the set
BAconvex extends the set IAconvex of convex interval relations as defined in [25]. The
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Figure 3 A general view of the strategy for the inductive case of Theorem 5 (left-hand side), and
a path-consistent network with non-minimal labels (right-hand side).

crucial property of a BAconvex -network N is that it can be translated to an equi-satisfiable
BP Aconvex -network M (notice that this is not true for a generic BA-network: non-convex
constraints may result in disjunctions that cannot be represented in the language of full
BP A-networks), such that, if N is k-consistent for any k, then M is 2 · k-consistent. As it
can be easily checked, there are precisely 91 convex branching interval relations. In the linear
case, the following results hold [25].
I Theorem 3. Enforcing path consistency in a IAconvex -network is sufficient to compute its
minimal labels.
I Corollary 4. Enforcing path consistency in a P Aconvex -network is sufficient to compute
its minimal labels.
Our purpose in this section is to generalize the above theorem to the branching case.
We want to prove that we can decide the consistency of a BAconvex -network by enforcing
its path consistency. To this end, we prove that enforcing path consistency of a BAconvex network actually enforces the minimal labels on each constraint by proving that, in fact,
enforcing path consistency of a network entails enforcing its strongly k-consistency for every
k. As we have already observed, this allows us to check the consistency of a network.
I Theorem 5. Enforcing path consistency in a BAconvex -network is sufficient to compute
its minimal labels.
Proof. Let N be a BAconvex -network, and let M be the BP Aconvex -network that results
from translating N in the language of endpoints. We assume that path consistency has
been forced on N , and we want to show that N is strongly k-consistent for every k; since a
strongly k-consistent network must have minimal labels, we have the result. Let us proceed
by induction. As base case, we know that N is k-consistent for k ≤ 3. As for the inductive
case, we suppose now that N is k − 1-consistent and we prove that it is also k-consistent.
Consider a subset S of k − 1 interval variables in N . Let us call Nk−1 the sub-network, with
the k − 1 interval variables X1 , . . . , Xk−1 , corresponding to the projection of N over set S,
and let us call Mk−1 the corresponding BP Aconvex -network whose variables are precisely
the 2 · (k − 1) endpoints of X1 , . . . , Xk−1 . Our strategy, as sketched in Fig. 3a, can be
summarized as follows: since Nk−1 is consistent by hypothesis, Mk−1 must be consistent
as well, that is, it must realized in a branching model Tk−1 ; if we pick the point variables
corresponding to the endpoints of any k-th interval variable and accommodate them in T
showing that every constraint is respected, then we obtain a branching model for k interval
variables, proving that Nk is also consistent. Let X be any interval variable in N different
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from X1 , . . . , Xk−1 , and let XRi Xi the BAconvex -relation between the variables X and Xi ,
for each i. Let Mk the BP Aconvex -network obtained by adding to Mk−1 the point variables
X − , X + , the constraint X − < X + , and every constraint between the endpoints of X and the
endpoints of X1 , . . . , Xk−1 that results from translating the constraints of the type XRi Xi .
On Tk−1 we can identify the set R = {a1 , . . . , an } with the following characteristics: for each
i, ai is the realization of some point variable y in Mk−1 (that is, ai is the realization of some
endpoint of the interval variables X1 , . . . , Xk−1 ) and that, for every point variable y ∈ Mk−1 ,
realized in some point a ∈ Tk−1 , it is not the case that a < ai . Indeed, consider the branching
model Tk−1 : since it must be a tree, it may be the case that, in order to realize two variables
that are constrained to be incomparable to each other, a greatest common predecessor must
be added; therefore, if projected to the points that realize some point variable in Nk−1 , Tk−1
is a forest of trees, rather then a tree. Every point in R is the root of one of the trees in Tk−1 ;
let us call c their greatest common predecessor. Now, let x1 , . . . , xm be the point variables
that have been realized in a1 , . . . an (observe that n ≤ m ≤ k − 1: two variables may have
been realized in the same root, and m cannot exceed k1 because, at most, every interval
variable has its left endpoint realized in a root). We want to show, first, that the point
variable X − can be successfully realized on Tk−1 , and we proceed case by case.
Suppose, first, that (xl , X − ) = {||} for every point variable xl realized in some root. In
this case, we realize X − with a new point a such that a||ai for each root ai , and that c < a.
To prove that this is a consistent choice, consider any point variable y of Mk−1 realized
at some point b ≥ ai for some root ai . Suppose that ai is the realization of some point
variable xl , which means that (y, xl ) ⊆ lin. If <∈ (y, xl ), then (y, xl ) ◦ (xl , X − ) = {<, ||}.
By intersection with BAconvex , then either (y, X − ) = {<} or (y, X − ) = {||}; in the
first case, however, we obtain, by path consistency, that (X − , xl ) ∈ lin, which is a
contradiction. Therefore, (y, X − ) = {||}. If , on the other hand, <∈
/ (y, xl ), then,
(y, xl ) ⊆ {>, =}, and, since {>, =} ◦ {||} = {||}, it must be the case that (y, X − ) = {||}.
Suppose, now, that (xl , X − ) ⊆ lin for some point variable xl realized in some root ai .
Observe, first, that if (X − , xl ) = {<}, then we can select the subset R0 ⊆ R such that,
for each x0l ∈ R0 , we have that (X − , x0l ) = {<}; in this case, by the argument in the
above case, for each x00l ∈ R \ R0 , we have that (X − , x0l ) = {||}. Consider each aj that
is the realization of some variable in R0 : we realize X − in a point a > c, such that
a is less than every such aj , and incomparable with every other root in R \ R0 . If,
otherwise, (X − , xl ) ⊆ {>, =}, then, for each x0l realized in some root aj 6= ai , we must
have (X − , x0l ) = {||}. In this case, we can say that ai is the root of the tree in which
we have to realize X − ; let us call it Tai . Observe that, by the same argument as in the
above case, wherever we realize X − in Tai , this realization is consistent with any point
that belongs to some Taj with aj 6= ai . Now, we consider the point b ∈ Tai which is the
least point (greater than or equal to ai ) with at least two immediate successors b1 , b2
such that b1 ||b2 , if it exists. We have the following cases.
Suppose that b does not exists. This means that Tai is linearly ordered. Let b0 be the
least point (greater than ai ), such that is the realization of some variable y such that
(y, X − ) = {||}. If there is no such b0 , then, by Theorem 3, we can find a realization for
X − consistent with Tai ; since we already know that such a realization is consistent
with every other tree, we conclude that it is consistent. If b0 exists, then we realize
X − in a point a such that a||b0 and that a > d where d is the immediate predecessor
of b0 . By the argument used in the first case, this choice must be consistent with Tai ,
and therefore it must be consistent.
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Suppose, now, that b exists. If y is realized in b, and {<, =, ||} ∩ (X − , y) 6= ∅, then we
proceed as in the previous case. If, on the other hand, (X − , y) = {>}, we have the
following two cases. First, if <∈ (X − , y) for every yj realized in some point bj such
that bj is immediate successor of b, then realize X − in a point a such that b < a and
that a < bj for every immediate successor bj of b, which must be a consistent choice,
given that, by path consistency, the relation between X − and every variable realized
in a point greater than b must contain <. If, for some immediate successor bj of b,
which is the realization of some variable y, it is the case that <∈
/ (X − , y), then we
can treat every immediate successor bj of b as the root of some sub-tree of Tai , and
therefore we can apply the same entire argument, recursively.
Having realized the variable X − , the network Mk−1 enriched with X − (and all relative
constraints) must be consistent. By reapplying the entire argument, we can show that any
other point variable can be consistently realized in the resulting network; if we choose X +
among these, we prove that the original network N is, in fact k-consistent, completing the
induction.
J
I Corollary 6. Enforcing path consistency in a BP Aconvex -network is sufficient to compute
its minimal labels.
It would be natural, at this point, to ask whether the set BP Aconvex can be enriched
while retaining the above nice properties. A natural candidate in this perspective would be
the set of all BP A-relations such that, for each R, it is the case that R ∩ lin (which is a
linear relation) is convex. This set is closed under composition, inverse, and intersection,
allowing one to approach its consistency problem in the same way as we did in this work; in
particular, it would be possible to define the set of BA-relations that can be translated in this
language, obtaining, in fact, a greater set of branching relation whose minimal labels could
be enforced by path consistency. Unfortunately, there is an easy counter-example to this
claim, shown in Fig. 3b, in which we have a path consistent network but with non-minimal
labels. Therefore, if there exists any extension of BP Aconvex whose minimal labels can be
enforced by path-consistency, it cannot include at least one of the relations in Fig. 3b.
Observe that enforcing the minimal labels via path consistency is not the only way to prove
that the consistency of a network can be decided via path consistency, and it is certainly not
the only way to prove that a fragment of relations is tractable. For example, the tractability
of the consistency problem for a network of IA-relations in the ORD-Horn fragment is proven
via embedding into the Horn fragment of propositional logic [14]; as an another example,
the tractability of the consistency problem for a network of full BP A-relations is proven
with a specialized algorithm in [5], and it is the basis for Ragni and Wölfl’s result about the
tractability of the consistency problem for a network of BAbasic -relations.

4

Experiments

In order to evaluate the usefulness of the convex fragment as a heuristics for the task of
checking the consistency of a BA-network, we devised a set of experiments, following the
classical methodologies in the literature.
To generate a random set of instances, we used a (modification of) a technique suggested
by Renz and Nebel [22] that consists of the following steps. Given a number n of nodes, an
average density d and a probability p, we generate a random instance as follows:
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Algorithm 1 Backtracking algorithm.
function Consistent(P, Split)
enforce generalized arc consistency on P
if there is a variable νXY such that DXY = ∅ then
return false
else
choose an unprocessed variable νXY such that DXY ∈
/ Split
if there is no such variable then
return true
{D1 , . . . , Dp }=Partition(DXY , Split)
for all Di ∈ {D1 , . . . , Dp } do
P 0 = PDXY /Di
if Consistent(P 0 , Split) then
return true
return false
(i) we generate a graph with n nodes, and select d·n·(n−1)
edges at random;
2
(ii) for each selected edge (s, t), we generate a BA-relation R by selecting, with probability
p, each BAbasic -relation to be inserted in R, and
(iii) to each non-selected edge (s, t), we assign the universal relation.
As much as the solver is concerned, we based ourselves on the general strategy of constraint
logic programming on finite domains, by means of which we are able to check the satisfiability
of a temporal network. The solver itself is based on the dual CSP, encoded with translation
into ternary constraints, as proposed by Condotta et al. [6]. In particular, given an A-network
N = (V, E), we define a CSP P as a triple hV, D, Ci, such that:
the set V contains a CSP variable νXY for each pair of variables X, Y in V ;
the domain DXY of each variable νXY is precisely the constraint (X, Y ), and
for each triple of variables, C contains a ternary constraint, so that each ternary constraint
will be satisfied by a triple (r, r1 , r2 ) ∈ BA3basic if and only if r ∈ r1 ◦ r2 .
As noted by Condotta et al. [6], enforcing the (generalized) arc consistency on the problem
P is equivalent to enforcing path consistency on the original A-network. Since, as we know,
both path consistency and (generalized) arc consistency are incomplete algorithms for BAnetworks, a backtracking search is applied, and to each node of the search tree, (generalized)
arc consistency is enforced. The generic schema of a backtracking algorithm can be described
as in Alg. 1 [19].
In Alg. 1, the family of sets Split plays a key role. When solving the general CSP,
without exploiting any tractable fragment of the BA, Split can be thought as containing
all singletons, each one of them corresponding to a single BAbasic -relation. Therefore, the
technique to solve a problem P consists of simply choosing a variable, substitute its domain
with one of its components creating a new problem P 0 , and recursively solve P 0 . This
algorithm is correct because the search terminates with a node with basic relations only, for
which path consistency is a complete method. When a bigger fragment for which enforcing
path consistency is known to be complete for consistency, we can take advantage from it
by setting Split to be the family of its relations; in such a case Alg. 1 stops the search
even if the domain of some of the CSP variables is not a singleton, obtaining, de facto,
a smaller branching factor of the search tree. Unfortunately, establishing if a set can be
partitioned into smaller sets taken from some family of sets corresponds to the set partitioning
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Figure 4 Geometric mean of the computation time to solve the instances varying the density d
of the network. Number of nodes n = 15, 20 instances solved per point. The black squares show the
running time of the backtracking algorithm with Split = BAbasic , while the red triangles represent
the curve with Split = BAconvex .
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Figure 5 Geometric mean of the computation time to solve the instances varying the number of
nodes n of the network. Density d = 70%, 20 instances solved per point. The black squares show the
running time of the backtracking algorithm with Split = BAbasic , while the red triangles represent
the curve with Split = BAconvex .

problem, which is NP-complete in general (in Alg. 1 this step is encoded into a function
Partition(D, Split)). In our case, the domain can be partitioned into basic relations (so a
polynomial solution exists), but such a solution is inconvenient, as it does not exploit the
tractability of the fragment. Since this problem should be solved in every node of the search
tree, a quick, although non-optimal, method is mandatory to obtain reasonable efficiency. A
first solution would be to pre-compute the (possibly, optimal) solutions of the set-partitioning
for each possible subset of the domains; this would generate a table of size 2|BAbasic | , which
may fit into the main memory of modern computers, but poses the problem of efficiently
accessing to the data structure that contains it. Another option is to use a greedy method
to quickly provide a possibly non-optimal partitioning (note, also, that it is not necessary
for Partition(D, Split) to return the complete partitioning, as each of the sets D1 , . . . , Dp
can be generated on demand). We decided to follow the latter approach and to store the set
of convex relations into a trie, which is a data structure whose access time depends on the
order in which the elements of a set are stored, but that resulted efficient in practice.
The algorithm was implemented in the constraint logic programming system ECLi PSe
[24], using the CLP(FD) library. To implement the ternary constraints we used the propia
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Figure 6 Geometric mean of the computation time to solve the instances varying the number of
nodes n of the network. Each point is the geometric average of 140 instances, obtained with density
varying from 70% to 100%. The black squares show the running time of the backtracking algorithm
with Split = BAbasic , while the red triangles represent the curve with Split = BAconvex .

library [16] that provides a general and very declarative way to implement new constraints,
although we are aware that more efficient implementations could be possible. The objective
of the experimentation was discussing the relative improvement given by the exploitation of
the convex fragment, rather then evaluating the absolute performances of our implementation.
All experiments were run on a Intel Core i7-3720QM CPU @ 2.60GHz running ECLi PSe
Version 6.1 #224 on Linux Mint 18.1 Serena 64 bits, and using only one core. Timeout was
fixed to 10 minutes.
In Fig. 4, we fixed the number of vertices of the A-network to n = 15, the probability
p = 1/2 and varied the constraint density d from 5% to 100%. Each point in the curve
represents the geometric mean obtained running 20 instances. Statistically speaking, a small
number of very difficult networks may be produced in a set of 20 random instances; the
neat effect on the computation time of such instances can be softened using the geometric
mean rather then the, more common, arithmetic mean [8]. The shape of the curve shows
the expected phase transition: when the density is low, most of the instances are easily
satisfiable, while to high density correspond networks for which proving unsatisfiability is
easy. The phase transition occurs at a density around d = 80%, in which both satisfiability
and unsatisfiability are hard to prove. The curves in Fig. 4 (in which the red curve represents
the performance of the algorithm when the convex fragment is taken into account) show
that exploiting the convex fragment is particularly convenient for hard problems near the
phase transition, while the overhead that, implicitly, is introduced in such a solution makes
it not worth for easily satisfiable problems. In Fig. 5 we fixed the density to a point close
to phase transition (d = 70%), and varied the number of nodes in the graph, from 3 to 20.
Each point is the geometric mean of 20 runs. At 70% density, most problems under 20 nodes
are difficult, and, again, exploiting the convex fragment is convenient with respect to the
expected performance. Finally, we investigated the computation time of the two solutions
varying the number of nodes (from 5 to 20) independently of the density. To this end, we
generated, for each number of nodes, 140 instances with densities varying from 70% to 100%,
and considered the geometric mean of the time needed to solve them. In Fig. 6 we show the
result of such an analysis, that proves that a certain improvement in computation time exists
when the convex fragment is taken into account.
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5

Conclusions

Allen’s Interval Algebra is one of the most prominent formalisms in the area of qualitative
temporal reasoning. However, its applications are naturally restricted to linear flows of
time, raising the question of whether one can reason about branching (tree-like) flows of
time in a similar manner. We considered, in this paper, the set of 19 branching relations
suggested by Ragni and Wölfl, which enjoy the desirable characteristics of being expressible
in the language of endpoints without quantification. Ragni and Wölfl have shown that the
consistency problem for a network of branching relations is intractable (as expected), while
the consistency problem for a network of basic branching relations is polynomial. In clear
parallelism with the linear case, we defined the set of convex branching relations, which
extends the set of basic branching relations, and we proved that enforcing path consistency
of a network of convex relations is sufficient to decide its consistency, effectively providing
the first non-trivial tractable (via path consistency) fragment of the branching algebra. As
another consequence of this work, we made it possible to treat the consistency problem of a
network of constraints as a constraint propagation problem, allowing not only the possibility
of quick implementations using well-known libraries, but, also, the possibility of implementing
a clever branch-and-bound algorithm for a generic network that exploits the tractability of
convex relations as an heuristics. Finally, we tested such a solution, giving experimental
evidence of the expected improvement.
The most interesting open problems at the moment include, among other, the question of
whether the convex branching algebra is maximal with respect to tractability of the network
consistency problem (which seems unlikely) and/or with respect to the possibility of enforcing
the minimal labels of a network via path consistency, the question of whether other popular
and well-behaved fragments of the interval algebra in the linear case can be generalized to
the branching setting preserving their computational behaviour, and the question of whether
efficient enumerating algorithms can be devised for the branching case as it has been done
in the linear case. We already know that there is a set of branching point relations which
could be considered a natural generalization of convex branching point relations and whose
minimal labels problem cannot be solved by path consistency; however, fragments of the
branching point algebra that strictly include BAconvex and for which the minimal labels of a
network can be enforced by path consistency are still possible.
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